
With fondest wishes,

vip@r-recommends.com

Dear Friends,

I don't know about you, but I definitely feel that we are moving in slow motion, that
time has decelerated to a slightly surreal pace with perhaps a little too much time
on our hands to daydream about travel.

It seems hard to believe that in October I was travelling on a staggeringly beautiful
trip with Southern Crossings in New Zealand ending at Blanket Bay, Carol was
enthralled with the magic of Colombia and Amakuna, and in February Samantha
visited the incredible team at Sea Song in Turkey. How the world has changed in just
a few short months.

While the planet has been in isolation, our wonderful clients have been working
hard ‘off camera’ to ensure that when their hotels and destinations reopen, they are
prepared for the new normal. They are re-imagining exclusive curated services that
are sympathetic to social distancing and adding value to the extraordinary travel
experiences your clients expect.

We know that travel continually feeds our souls and sharing immersive, authentic
experiences knits us closer together. With this in mind, we wanted to share a
roundup of recent news stories and travel pieces from our clients so you can read
more about these incredible hotels, the personalities behind the scenes and our
amazing destination magic makers.

First things first, I am delighted to disclose the news that over 90% of our clients
have been shortlisted for a 2020 Condé Nast Traveler Readers Choice Award. We are
thrilled they have been recognized and do hope you will take a moment to vote for
your favorites in the Hotels & Resorts section and the Tour Operators & Specialist
section.

We also reached out to the Rebecca Recommends portfolio and asked them to
provide a selection of simple food and drink recipes for you to recreate at home.
What better way to remember your travels than to learn a few tricks of world
cuisine.

We are so looking forward to traveling again soon, in the meantime, stay safe and
well.

P.S. Don't forget to vote for your favorite Hotels and Resorts.

Southern Crossings - Go Travel New Zealand

When Southern Crossings established their business in 1986, they saw the dramatic
landscapes of Australia, New Zealand and the South Pacific as the perfect canvas to
create superb visitor experiences. 34 years later, they continue to curate the most
amazing itineraries and are proud that during their many years in business, a travel
itinerary has never been duplicated.

The latest edition of the Go Travel New Zealand Magazine is hot off the press
featuring extraordinary destination magic maker, Sarah Farag, Director of Southern
Crossings. Read all about Sarah's journey in travel and her exceptional itinerary
highlights for a spectacular journey through New Zealand incorporating a stay at the
award winning luxury lodge,  Blanket Bay. 

Read Full Article

Condé Nast Traveler Top Travel Specialist 2020

In March 2020 Condé Nast Traveler announced their Top Travel Specialists for 2020. 
We were thrilled to see both  Stuart Rigg, Southern Crossings Australia & Sarah
Farag, Southern Crossings New Zealand featured.

Stuart & Sarah said “it is a huge honour for all at Southern Crossings and one that is
shared with the wonderful local community of hoteliers, guides, tour operators and
tourism services who bring their travel magic to life each day!”

View Stuart Rigg's listing

View Sarah Farag's listing

Resplendent Ceylon - A Story of Resilience

The remarkable Resplendent Ceylon worked in conjunction with I film Sri Lanka to
inspire people in a country that has seen its fair share of challenges over recent
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years. The creative concept behind the video was to remind Sri Lankans that they
have been through challenging situations before, and each time, they emerge
stronger. 

This incredible short film has been recognised as one of the best in Asia to be
released during the Covid-19 pandemic.  Made in lockdown, and voiced by Managing
Director, Malik J Fernando with editing and revisions completed using WhatsApp,
this is quite an achievement.  Have your tissues at the ready.

Click the link to view the Resplendent Ceylon Story of Resilience video

Merrill J Fernando, founder of Resplendent Ceylon celebrates his 90th
birthday in lockdown

The shared passion that attracts like-minded organisations to each other was
clearly articulated when Emirates, the world’s largest international airline, greeted
Dilmah founder Merrill J. Fernando recently, on the occasion of the 90th birthday of
the celebrated Sri Lankan entrepreneur and humanitarian.

The occasion coincided with Fernando’s 70th anniversary in the tea industry, and a
video greeting from Emirates Vice President – Catering, Global Food & Beverage
Darren Bott captured the warmth and respect between the two companies who have
worked together for 28 years to serve a selection of Ceylon Teas created by Dilmah
on Emirates flights across the globe.

Read the full article in the Daily FT

Resplendent Ceylon unveils their SafeStay Initiative

As with all of the hotels and destination management companies within the
Rebecca Recommends portfolio, health and safety protocols inline with hotel and
destination reopening schedules are at the forefront.  Gaining global recognition,
the pioneering Resplendent Ceylon ‘SafeStay Initiative’ has been unveiled - this
comprehensive protocol will serve as a guide across their three luxury Relais &
Châteaux resorts located in Hatton, Weligama and Yala, giving the
reassurances their future guests need during their stay.

Read the full article in Travel Daily Media

Dwarika's Resort - "Is quieting the mind the ultimate escape?"

This wonderful travel article featured in Travel + Leisure Magazine in November - the
article expands on the experiences available at Dwarika’s Resort in Dhulikhel -
Nepal to help empty minds and discover a renewed sense of well-being. The piece
is so engaging, we wanted to share this with you for future travel inspiration and for
your clients who are considering a health and wellness retreat.

Full article by Ross Kenneth Urken, Travel +

Leisure Magazine

Sea Song Tours - Turkey

Fabulous to see Karen Fedorko Sefer, Founder and President of Sea Song, featured
in the May edition of Luxury Travel Advisor magazine.  Luxury suppliers were invited
to showcase their ‘work from home’ offices in this fun piece.

See the full article from Luxury Travel Advisor

Magazine

Condé Nast Traveler Top Travel Specialist 2020

In March 2020 Condé Nast Traveler announced their Top Travel Specialists for 2020
and we were delighted to see Karen Fedorko Sefer featured once again.

Karen said “Thrilled to again be honoured as a Condé Nast Top Travel Specialist for
Turkey in 2020 and have been a specialist for the last 12 years. So proud to be a
member of this prestigious group. This was a very special announcement that came
at the right time to bring a big smile. Looking forward to handling the needs of the
Condé Nast Readers traveling to Turkey.”

Condé Nast Traveler 2020 specialist list

Beyond Times Square - USA

Beyond Times Square have expanded their incredible crafted itineraries to
incorporate destinations in the greater New York state offering personalized
journeys through the Hamptons, Hudson Valley, Cape Cod, Newport Beach and
beyond.
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As an example, a two-and-a-half-hour drive from New York City or a 30-minute
helicopter ride will whisk you to a wonderland of opulence, exquisite scenery,
magical forests, world class beaches and charming villages known as The
Hamptons.  Hand selected guides will escort you through the historic Southampton
Village, the oldest English settlement in New York State, through former farmlands,
now the location of the estates of its celebrated residents.  A stop at America’s
Number 1 beach – Cooper’s Beach is a must. 

In the heart of Southampton Village your expert guide will point out Village
landmarks including, Hildreth’s, America’s oldest department store, the charming
boutiques of Job’s Lane and the delightful eateries that line the tree lined and lushly
planted streets.  Sample itineraries of these extraordinary journeys can be found on
the Beyond Times Square website.

Journey outside with Beyond Times Square

Original Travel UK - gifts for the NHS

Original Travel UK joined an amazing initiative to support the NHS hospital staff
across the United Kingdom who have shown outstanding commitment and
dedication in these unprecedented times.  Original Travel is offering a holiday for
two worth £10,000 as part of its ‘At Your Service’ raffle for NHS staff.  Prizes have
been donated by luxury brands across various sectors, including handbags from LK
Bennet and a jeroboam of champagne from Laurent-Perrier. 

Full article published in the The Guardian

newspaper

Adare Manor named "Ireland's Favorite Hotel" in the Independent Ireland
Reader Travel Awards 2020

In January the Independent Ireland revealed their Reader Travel Awards 2020
showcasing their top 10 selections with the winner announced as the stunning Adare
Manor. The accolades for this extraordinary hotel just keep on coming, and well
deserved they are too. 

See what readers say about this extraordinary hotel

"30 Best Bucket List Trips For Your Lifetime: The Emerald Isle, From Your
Family Genealogy To Guinness"

This is a great read from Forbes highlighting the wonderful Island of Ireland and
featuring the spectacular Adare Manor.  Award winning journalist and author Larry
Olmsted said “ In a recent ranking of dream destinations by online Bucket List travel
planning platform Wanderlist, Ireland was again ranked in the Top 10 dream
destinations by consumers. With some 80 million people worldwide estimated to
have Irish roots, it’s no surprise that genealogy is one of the top reasons Americans
always give for their interest in visiting.” 

Read the full article from Larry Olmsted and Forbes

The Nare Hotel, Cornwall - Flowers for the locals

Head gardener Karl has been tending to the flower beds at The Nare Hotel on the
wonderful Cornish coastline in South West England.  With their crop of stunning
tulips paying absolutely no attention to the global situation and flowering in all
their glory, Katie Ashworth thought it would be a lovely idea to offer them to local
residents to bring some much needed colour and cheer into their homes.  Over the
past few weeks Katie and her daughters have delivered bunches of fresh tulips to
many local doorsteps during their daily exercise walks.

Visit The Nare blog to read about lockdown activities

Toby Ashworth, Managing Director and Proprietor - The Nare Hotel,
Cornwall

In April 2020 Toby Ashworth was recognised as an ‘Industry Titan’ in the Boutique
Hotelier Magazine industry awards.

Zoe Monk at Boutique Hotelier said “Today The Nare flies the flag for a
quintessential country house experience, offering a luxury service with all the
trimmings and is thriving. Toby champions fine dining, sky-high standards and a
tried-and-tested method of personal interaction with each and every guest.”

See Toby on BoutiqueHotelier.com
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The Goring - An engaging interview with Jeremy Goring

The Evening Standard launched a new series of interviews that engage with the
owners, general managers and founders of some of the worlds greatest hotels.  To
launch their absorbing series of articles, Jeremy Goring, the current custodian of
this iconic hotel was invited to share his top travel tips, what makes a hotel truly
special, and what makes him cry happy tears.

Jeremy’s interview with the Evening Standard

Royal visitors at The Goring, London

It already seems like a lifetime ago that Meghan and Harry were photographed
leaving The Goring after enjoying lunch at The Dining Room - yet it was just 12
weeks ago, just prior to the implementation of the Covid-19 lockdown measures.

Read the full news story from The Mail Online

In conversation with David Morgan Hewitt, Managing Director - The
Goring, London

The Goring is finding new ways to stay in touch with old friends. Managing Director,
David Morgan-Hewitt recently caught up with Peter Hancock from Pride of Britain
Hotels.

Visit the link to watch their fabulous

conversation

The Torridon - "12 Spectacular Hotel Hideaways That Embrace the Power
of Solitude" from the Robb Report

Featuring The Torridon in the Western Highlands of Scotland, this Robb Report
article focuses on hotels in remote locations that allow you to make the most of the
solitude and their spectacular settings.  This truly is getting off the beaten path.

Read full article in the Robb Report

The Torridon - "The 8 Best Luxury Hotels for Social Distancing in the UK"

Spotlighting The Torridon, Elite Traveler explains how naturally conducive this
luxury Scottish Highlands hotel is for social distancing, with its pristine parkland,
privacy at the end of Loch Torridon, availability of the exclusive Boat House, and
numerous social distant activities.

Read full article in Elite Traveler

The Torridon lockdown activities for the staff

Dan and Rohaise Rose-Bristow, co-owners of The Torridon, are finding new ways to
keep the morale of the staff high during lockdown.  With 15 members of staff living
at The Torridon, the imaginative owners created a new program to ensure the team
feel part of The Torridon family and are using their lockdown time productively and
thoughtfully.  The program consists of hospitality management courses, foreign
language courses, resilience training and F&B courses to aid both personal and
professional development.  The program also incorporates fun activities such as
group hiking, the ‘Torridon Olympics’ and a running club.

Full article in Boutique Hotelier Magazine

Rohaise Rose-Bristow, co-owner and interior designer at The Torridon took us on a
little journey through a selection of her favorite rooms at The Torridon.

Virtual video tour with Rohaise

Découvertes - France

This month, Questex Travel Group’s Luxury Travel Advisor magazine announced the
winners of its prestigious Awards of Excellence, Découvertes France recognizing
companies considered to be the top luxury suppliers in the travel industry for 2019.

We are thrilled to share the news that Découvertes was recognized and awarded
Best Local DMC.  Huge congratulations to Bertrand Collignon and his dedicated and
original team of dream architects.  So well deserved.

Full list from Luxury Travel Advisor magazine

Découvertes University

Découvertes launches the Découvertes University - this new training and
development tool has been designed for Travel Advisors so you can discover France
as a luxury destination through a series of bite size videos highlighting the
possibilities of France. During lockdown, David and Bertrand Collignon are taking
time to expand their portfolio of video training tools to showcase the diversity of
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the country.

Video introduction to Découvertes University

Giardino Ascona - Ascona, Switzerland

Giardino Ascona opened their doors on 15th May 2020 ready for the summer season. 
Giardino Ascona has a spectacular lakeside setting with 53 rooms and 16 suites,
exuding Mediterranean joie de vivre.  The Tuscan-style villas are surrounded by
extensive gardens with  the scent of lavender and mimosa permeating the air. 
Giardino Ascona is the perfect retreat for those seeking to restore their well-being
through Ayurvedic principles or indulge their taste buds at the two-star Michelin
Ecco Giardino restaurant headed by culinary expert, Executive Chef Rolf Fliegauf.

Giardino Ascona at their Design Hotels page

Giardino Mountain - Champfèr, Switzerland

For clients looking a little further ahead to the festive season, Giardino Mountain in
Champfèr, a Swiss Alpine village that is a five-minute stroll away from St. Moritz, re-
opens in its entirety for the winter ski season on 11th December 2020.  This sublime
hotel provides a relaxed five-star environment with extensive spa and wellness
facilities and two-star Michelin dining at Ecco St Moritz.

Giardino Mountain at their Design Hotels page
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